LogView
Reefer Container Log Inspection

- Compatible with all major reefer container controllers
- Data is selected by container ID.
- Simultaneous window-based display of all data for selected containers.
- Intelligent scrolling to ensure continuous matching of data in all windows.
- Smart-merge of logs to visualize container history in one easy-to-understand view
- Display data graphically as trend graphs or polar plots
- Cold treatment analysis and verification
- Filter for specific events

Description

LogView is a PC software application that allows you to inspect data from reefer containers within a clear, easily understandable software environment.

LogView offers the user all necessary options and views required to do a detailed inspection and verification of reefer unit performance, as well as documentation of a trip. It provides powerful tools for viewing and correlating logs, dynamic graphing of sensor data, and customized report generation.

LogView is the only such product on the market that works with all types and brands of reefer containers and provides the following benefits.

- Documentation of cargo history for use by customers, authorities and insurance companies
- Verification and analysis of unit operation
- Trouble shooting of problems with cargo
- Easier cargo clearance and approval, e.g. USDA
- Used by all major shipping lines, container operators and authorities.

Applications

- Vessels
- Terminals
- Repair shops
- Claim handling departments
- Consignees and authorities
- Insurance companies

EMERSON
### System requirements:

| Operating system | Windows 2000 and Windows XP |

### Supported controllers:

| Thermo King       | MP-4000  
|                   | MP-3000a 
|                   | MP-3000  
| Thermo King       | SG+ genset  
| Carrier           | Microlink 3  
|                   | Microlink 2i  
|                   | Microlink 2  
| Daikin            | DECOS IIle  
|                   | DECOS IIld  
|                   | DECOS IIIc  
|                   | DECOS III (3), c, d, e, f, g, h, j  
|                   | DECOS V (5)  
| Mitsubishi        | MMCC IIIA  
| MCI/Starcool      | RCCUS5  
|                   | SCC6   |

### Supported log retrieval tools:

| Emerson          | LogMan   
|                  | LogMan II  
|                  | LogMan II PC  
| Daikin           | DCCS  
| Carrier          | Data Reader  

**Supported controllers:**

- Thermo King: MP-4000, MP-3000a, MP-3000
- Thermo King: SG+ genset
- Carrier: Microlink 3, Microlink 2i, Microlink 2
- Daikin: DECOS IIle, DECOS IIld, DECOS IIIc, DECOS III (3), c, d, e, f, g, h, j, DECOS V (5)
- Mitsubishi: MMCC IIIA
- MCI/Starcool: RCCUS5, SCC6